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¢ě�Yƚś  

BUSINESS COOPERATION AGREEMENT 

 

S¢ě�YƚśǠ“Sƚś”ǡç �ËEU 2014, 3� 13*�ÉƭƤĘ: 

This Business Cooperation Agreement (the “Agreement”) is entered into in Shenzhen as of 
March 13, 2014 by and among the following parties: 

(1) ƸļcT�ĝěǠÉƭǡ�ħgĉǠ“�čƇ¢ ”ǡǢ�#ĵĴ�ò�Üĩ&!
Ǡ“�!”ǡ�ƒ��!ÉƭÌƔ)Ę��ĝćčƇ¢Ǥ 

Cogobuy.com E-Commerce Services (Shenzhen) Limited (the “WFOE”), a wholly 
foreign-owned enterprise registered in Shenzhen, the People’s Republic of China (“China” or 
“PRC”), under the laws of China; 

(2) Éƭ¼�ļÓD�Ŗł�ħgĉǠ“Éƭ�ļÓ”ǡǢ�#ĵĴ�!�ƒ��!Éƭ
ÌƔ)Ę��čgĉǤ& 

Shenzhen Cogobuy Information Technologies Limited (“Shenzhen Cogobuy”), a 
domestic company registered in Shenzhen, China,  under the laws of China; and 

(3) ǎǏǢ�!gÜǠ`ÕīÀǣ370202197410173027ǡǠǜţ�ǝǡ 

Yi Yao, a PRC resident (ID No.: 370202197410173027) (the “Shareholder”) 

Ǡ ��čƇ¢ǚÉƭ�ļÓ&ţ�¨ćŅ�“�E”Ǣ�Ņ�“ËE”ǡǛ 

(Each of the WFOE, Shenzhen Cogobuy and the Shareholder, a “Party”, and collectively the 
“Parties”). 

şĕ  

RECITALS 

(1) ƳUǢ�čƇ¢q3T�ĝěŬ�(%ėkrŖł�ě¢ěǢ��T�ĝěŬ�(%
ėkrŖł�ěEV[IģĎ�kr�¢�F&_ǇIġǤ 

WHEREAS, the WFOE engages in the business of e-commerce software development and 
related technical services, and has the relevant expertise and practical experience in the 
development of e-commerce software and the provision of related technical services;  

(2) ƳUǢÉƭ�ļÓ��!q3T�ĝě¢ěǤ 

WHEREAS, Shenzhen Cogobuy engages in the business of e-commerce in China; 

(3) ƳUǢ�čƇ¢eÉƭ�ļÓ� 2014 ,____�____ŗǐ��ÕǞć#�ě�ƚśǟ
Ǡ“�ěƚś”ǡǢĵĴ«ƚśÉƭ�ļÓ���čƇ¢Āű�ěÆǤė 

WHEREAS, the WFOE has entered into a Master Exclusive Service Agreement (the 
“Service Agreement”) dated ____________, 2014 with Shenzhen Cogobuy, pursuant to 
which the WFOE is entitled to receive service fees from Shenzhen Cogobuy; and 
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(4) ƳUǢţ�¾�Éƭ�ļÓ 100%�ţÕǛ 

WHEREAS, the Shareholder holds 100% shares in Shenzhen Cogobuy. 

�ƳU¤ǢńUSƚś�ºŶ�ËĶZÅǚ¿Mǚ¹īǚŧƛ&Ļ^ǢËEüQ~u
�ƒĻųǢ�ú)@�Ļ^ǣ 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the representations, warranties, 
covenants and agreements herein contained, and intending to be legally bound hereby, the Parties 
hereby agree as follows: 

ƚś  

AGREEMENT 

1. �Y�ŧƛ  

Negative Covenants 

�Ś¹Éƭ�ļÓǒKue�čƇ¢]ŗ�ěƚś&/Íu/ƚśĶ��ŉěǢţ�&
Éƭ�ļÓÝ�Y"WQ�ŧƛǢãf�čƇ¢�×VWQǢÉƭ�ļÓ��{Kǚ
ţ�Ɵ�ƞÁÉƭ�ļÓ��{KǢÒ¸�'učĂǚŉěǚťêÍIŋĂ�s�°
Ř�áÎǢºƲi�ħUǣ 

To ensure that Shenzhen Cogobuy perform its obligations under the Service Agreement 
and/or other agreements executed with the WFOE, the Shareholder and Shenzhen Cogobuy 
jointly and severally, agree and covenant that, without obtaining the WFOE’s written consent, 
Shenzhen Cogobuy shall not, and the Shareholder shall cause Shenzhen Cogobuy not to, 
engage in any transaction which may materially affect its asset, obligation, right or operation, 
including but not limited to: 

(a) uË�m¥¢ěƍĸãǀƌ�:9ǢÍq3eu�íIŋ��Ō�¢ě:9Ǥ 

any activities not within its normal business scope, or operating its business in a way 
that is inconsistent with its past practice; 

(b) ��ǚą�ǚƶ�ǚ�ļǚ&J�¢ěėčĂ�sň ė Ò¸ıù{K�ļ
ÍÞčǤ 

merger, reorganization, acquisition or restructuring of its principal business or assets, 
or acquisition or investment in any other form; 

(c) �O2EÅƈǚ�O2EƎyÒ¸ǌôǚDǌÍŧžÒ¸ǄěǢm¥Iŋ�ğ
�%��ľ�Ǥ 

offering any loan to any third party, incurring any debt from any third party, or 
assuming any debt other than in the ordinary course of business; 

(d) ǔǗǚv7ÍǆƂÒ¸ǉ3ÍAì�©Ǥ 

engaging, changing or dismissing any director or any senior management officer; 
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(e) �O2E"ŵǚÍqO2Ef�ǚƄǓ/ØǓǚó�O2EÁ-Í u/Eù²
őÒ¸�ıÍ4ıčĂǢm¥Iŋ�ğ�%��ľ�Ǥ 

selling to or acquiring from any third party, mortgaging/pledging, licensing or 
disposing of in other ways any tangible or intangible assets, other than in the ordinary 
course of business; 

(f) %�ǚĒŧǚž¹Íŧ~Ò¸Ǆě(i�ºƲ�m¥¢ě�ğ�%��Ǆě)Í
Á-učĂ�O2EÅƈž¹Í u/ıùÅƈ¹īǢÍ�učĂ�ČőÒ¸
ťêůžǤ 

incurring, inheriting, assuming or guaranteeing any debt that are not incurred during 
the ordinary course of business, using its assets to provide security or other forms of 
guarantees to any third party, or setting up any other encumbrances over its assets; 

(g) 'u�ğ&��ĬĿ{KŠĳǚv7ÍĪèǢNĹuÌƔčSÍ��u/Eù
v7uÌƔčS�ƢǤ 

making any supplement, amendment or alternation to its articles of association and 
bylaws, increasing or decreasing its registered capital or changing the structure of its 
registered capital in other manners; 

(h)  Ò¸Eù{Kţ�ǚţÕťƕÍŕċ�ťƕ��ĠǢi��čƇ¢×V�
�ǢÉƭ�ļÓ�Ę»�ţ��ĠH�Í����ĠêƠǢ80Xçţ�Ę»
�4��$j�ŝ�ĠĀűÍ�ſæ�čƇ¢Ǥ 

making distribution of dividend or share interest or sponsorship interest in whatever 
ways, provided that upon the WFOE’s written request, Shenzhen Cogobuy shall 
immediately distribute part or all distributable profits to its shareholder who shall in 
turn immediately and unconditionally pay or transfer to the WFOE any such 
distribution;  

(i) ŗǐÒ¸s��WǠ
SĄ?ĕǢs��W�ĤĊç�čƇ¢�KƱĺǡ; 

executing any material contract (for purpose of this subsection, the WFOE may 
define a material contract at its sole discretion); 

(j) ��Ò¸Eù"ŵǚ�1ǚƄǓÍ²őu¢ěÍ�y���^Í~ƕťƕǢÍ
ƾóČőÒ¸kr�ž¹ťƕǤ 

Selling, transferring, mortgaging or disposing of in any manner any legal or beneficial 
interest in its business or revenues, or allowing the encumbrance thereon of any 
security interest; 

(k) ·Ůǚ�Ù&�ĠƘƙŢĂǤÍ 

dissolution, conducting liquidation and distributing the residual assets; or  

(l) ƞÁuÒ¸�ĀBƢÍ�gĉ%��ŝK�Ǜ 

Causing any of its branches or subsidiaries to engage in any of the foregoing.  
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2. ¢ěIŋ&�©pÂ  

Business Operation and Personnel Arrangement 

2.1 Éƭ�ļÓWQ���čƇ¢ŧƛǢÉƭ�ļÓ&ţ�jƞÁÉƭ�ļÓǠiǡ�~�
čƇ¢
Éƭ�ļÓ��©pÂ&ýÒǚ*¥½ŋǚţ��Ġ&ŢěìhÐĨ]Å"
�ĚśǢŊÉƭ�ļÓjk�$ŷëǋƃ&ǒKǤǠiiǡǂƿǚ�þ$IŋÉƭ�ļÓ
gĉ¢ě&²hgĉ3ěǢš®ū	�Ţě&ĝ¢ĤĊė_ěß¾Éƭ�ļÓ�ĢåǤ
Ǡiiiǡ�IŋÉƭ�ļÓH�¢ě�m¥½ŋ�ğ�Ǣ�£¹¾Éƭ�ļÓ�čĂÄ
ēǢ��Ƒw��'Éƭ�ļÓ¢ěŰź&čĂÄēĂ��ê°Ř�Ò¸K�/�Y�Ǥ 
Ǡivǡ��čƇ¢Å"��Åƈ�rÉƭ�ļÓ¢ěIŋ&ŢěŰź�krčĭǤ 
Ǡvǡ@�čƇ¢�Ǣ�Éƭ�ļÓ�čĂ&¢ěqƼ��čƇ¢��¹ŏgĉ²
ļ��¾�¹ŏǢ¹ŏ¯ƥ&ŏ;�Ƽ�Wŀgĉļ��¯ƥ&;ŀǤ Ǡviǡ@%�
Í��%�eÉƭ�ļÓ�čĂǚ¢ěÍ�ykr�Ò¸ŁǖǚǈƵÍKņğşǢĘ
»�<�čƇ¢ǤėǠviiǡ�¹¾Éƭ�ļÓ'uH�čĂ�]�ťǢ�ŗǐH�â
�ÍĐd�P�ǢƑwH�â�ÍĐd�K�ǢÅáH�â�ÍĐd�ŹÿǢÍƉ'
H�ƐǁÅ"â�&Đd�ŴǊǛ 

Shenzhen Cogobuy agrees and covenants to the WFOE that Shenzhen Cogobuy shall, and the 
Shareholder shall cause Shenzhen Cogobuy to, i) accept suggestions raised by the WFOE 
over the employee engagement and replacement, daily operation, dividend distribution and 
financial management systems of Shenzhen Cogobuy, and Shenzhen Cogobuy shall strictly 
abide by and perform accordingly; ii) maintain Shenzhen Cogobuy’s corporate existence in 
accordance with good financial and business standards and practices by prudently and 
effectively operating its business and handling its affairs; iii) operate all of Shenzhen 
Cogobuy’s businesses during the ordinary course of business to maintain the asset value of 
Shenzhen Cogobuy and refrain from any action/omission that may adversely affect Shenzhen 
Cogobuy’s operating status and asset value; iv) provide the WFOE with information on 
Shenzhen Cogobuy’s business operations and financial condition at WFOE’s request; v) if 
requested by the WFOE, procure and maintain insurance in respect of Shenzhen Cogobuy’s 
assets and business from an insurance carrier acceptable to the WFOE, at an amount and type 
of coverage typical for companies that operate similar businesses; vi) immediately notify the 
WFOE of the occurrence or possible occurrence of any litigation, arbitration or administrative 
proceedings relating to Shenzhen Cogobuy’s assets, business or revenue; and vii) execute all 
necessary or appropriate documents, take all necessary or appropriate actions and file all 
necessary or appropriate complaints or raise necessary and appropriate defenses against all 
claims so as to maintain the ownership by Shenzhen Cogobuy of all of its assets. 

2.2 Éƭ�ļÓ�ǉ3ǚ�IhǚéƨŢěö&u/AÃìh�©�¡Ò�dÇę�čg
ĉÅ"�čë�Ǣ�ũI�čgĉMŚWQǛ  

The election and appointment of directors, general manager, chief financial officer and other 
senior management members of Shenzhen Cogobuy shall be subject to satisfaction of the 
qualification requirements put forward by the WFOE and shall require the explicit consent of 
the WFOE.  

2.3 Ũ�čƇ¢WQÒõ��ŝǉ3ÍAì�©ǆŤǢÍ�čƇ¢Å"rU�©ýÒÍǆ
ƂEV�ĚśǢţ�ǚÉƭ�ļÓ�ĵĴ�čƇ¢�ĚśýÒÍǆƂkr�©��î
ƜƼ��čƇ¢��u/�¡ĒÒ«Ť�Ǜ 

If any of the above directors or senior management members as approved by the WFOE 
resigns from the relevant position, or if the WFOE raises any suggestions over the 
replacement or dismissal of any of said persons, the Shareholder or Shenzhen Cogobuy, as the 
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case may be, shall replace or dismiss such person  upon the WFOE’s suggestions, and shall 
appoint any other person who satisfies the WFOE’s requirements to hold such position. 

3. u/pÂ  

Other Arrangements 

ƳU(i)�čƇ¢ėurĞE[���ěƚśeÉƭ�ļÓĚĘ�¢ěrÐǢŊ(ii)Éƭ
�ļÓ{K�*¥¢ě:9Ǣj'Éƭ�ļÓ��čƇ¢ÍurĞEĀű�ěÆ-�
�FĂ�s�°ŘǢţ�WQǢľä�čƇ¢�ǣ 

Given (i) that the business relationship between the WFOE (together with its affiliates) and 
Shenzhen Cogobuy has been established through the Service Agreement and (ii) that the daily 
business activities of Shenzhen Cogobuy will have a material impact on Shenzhen Cogobuy’s 
ability to pay the payables to the WFOE or its affiliates, the Shareholder agrees that, unless 
required by the WFOE: 

(a) ����Ò¸ţ�Ć^ǚÍ u/Eù�Éƭ�ļÓ�ţ��ĠÒ¸êƠǚ
č¯ǚčĂÍŢ�Ǥė 

She shall not make any shareholder’s decision to, or otherwise request Shenzhen 
Cogobuy to, distribute any profits, funds, assets or property to the Shareholder; and 

(b) ����Ò¸ţ�Ć^ǚÍ u/Eù�Éƭ�ļÓ
ţ�]¾�ţÕ�Ɯ
Ò¸ţ�Í{Ku/Eù��ĠǤiŨÉƭ�ļÓ�ţ�{Kţ��ĠÍ u
/Eù{K�ĠǢţ��U�Ġ%��Ę»Ŋ4����čƇ¢ĀűÍ�1u
Y�Éƭ�ļÓ�ţ�qÉƭ�ļÓf��Ò¸ţ�Íu/�ĠǛ 

She shall not make any shareholder’s decision to, or otherwise request Shenzhen 
Cogobuy to, issue any dividends or other distributions with respect to the shares of 
Shenzhen Cogobuy held by the Shareholder; provided, however, if any dividends or 
other distributions are distributed to the Shareholder by Shenzhen Cogobuy, the 
Shareholder shall immediately and unconditionally pay or transfer to the WFOE any 
and all dividends or other distributions in whatsoever form obtained from Shenzhen 
Cogobuy as shareholder of Shenzhen Cogobuy at the time such distributions arise. 

4. �1  

Assignments 

ãf�čƇ¢�3ï×VWQǢţ�&Éƭ�ļÓ���Ò¸O2E�1uË��S
ƚśĶ��ťê&ŉěǛţ�&Éƭ�ļÓ�¤ĩWWQǢ�čƇ¢� unH�J
Ʊĺ�K�1u�Sƚś��ťê&ŉěǢŊō¬�Éƭ�ļÓ&ţ�%"×V�<Ǜ  

The Shareholder and Shenzhen Cogobuy shall not assign their respective rights and 
obligations under this Agreement to any third party without the prior written consent of the 
WFOE.  The Shareholder and Shenzhen Cogobuy hereby jointly agree that the WFOE may 
assign its rights and obligations under this Agreement as the WFOE may decide at its sole 
discretion and such transfer shall only be subject to a written notice sent to Shenzhen 
Cogobuy and the Shareholder.  

SƚśŦ^�ťê&ŉě'ËE�~1�ǚĒŧ�ǚĠŪǚƣį�ǚǄť�ÍÈÒ¸
u/�ť'Éƭ�ļÓ>ţÕJ ťêÍÈêƕ�u/�ģ��^ĻųFǢŊ4Û«
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Lťê&ŉě��1�ç�ìǚsňǚĒŧǚ�1ǚ\Ƭǚǃ¦K��FǚŜĂǚÑ
ĜÍu/�bĲŌǛ 

Rights and obligations under this Agreement shall be legally binding upon any assignees, 
successors, spouse, guardians and creditors of the Parties hereof or any other person that may 
be entitled to assume rights and interests in the shares of Shenzhen Cogobuy, no matter such 
assignment of obligations and rights is caused by takeover, restructuring, succession, 
assignment, death, incapacity, bankruptcy, divorce or any other reason. 

5. nąƚś&ƚśĪè  

Entire Agreement and Amendment to Agreement 

5.1 SƚśėSƚś�MŚÅėÍºŶ�H�Ļ^&/ÍP�Ƣ)rUSƚśĤ�3Ķ�n
ąƚśǢ�wÏËE¤Z
SƚśĤ�3Ķú)�]��aĻ^ǚ�WǚƩ·&átǛ 

This Agreement and all agreements and/or documents mentioned or included explicitly by 
this Agreement constitute the complete agreement with respect to the subject matter of this 
Agreement and shall supersede any and all prior oral agreements, contracts, understandings 
and communications made by the Parties with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement. 

5.2 'Sƚś�Ò¸Īè� ×VEùY"Ǣ�ō�SƚśËEŗñ0E�þǛçËEm
ùŗǐ�ĪèƚśÍŠĳƚśƢ)Sƚś�ň)��ǢeSƚśģ�WL�ƒþFǛ  

Any modification of this Agreement shall be made in a written form and shall only become 
effective upon execution by all Parties of this Agreement. Modifications and supplements to 
this Agreement duly executed by the Parties shall be parts of this Agreement and shall have 
the same legal effect as this Agreement. 

6. ìǕ�ƒ  

Governing Law 

Sƚś~�!�ƒìǕŊĴu{K·ƏǛ  

This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of China. 

7. Ŕś·Ć  

Dispute Resolution 

bSƚśĂ�ÍeSƚśkr�Ò¸ŔśÍJ �çËE��=	ƚĝ�Eù·ĆǛ
@CËEã�·ĆŔśǢ�jŔśÅáÉƭ!ŎǈƵĦǢçÉƭ!ŎǈƵĦš®Ɲ
zǈƵ�«ǈƵĦ�þ�ǈƵŦĿǈƵ·ĆǛǈƵ$�ÉƭǛǈƵƓÍǈƵ©�ťİ
®SƚśĶ��ô&Đ-��!�ƒƵĆ5ƫÒ¸ŭƆǢºƲƀ�l�&āÔl�Ʀ
ŞŭƆǠƧ@Ǣ
ĝ¢K��ƦŞŭƆǢÍ�´�1čĂ�ƦŞŭƆǡǚ�Wŉě�
_ŎǒKǚƉ'Éƭ�ļÓ>ţÕÍĽ$čĂ�ŭƆƺơ&Ɖ'Éƭ�ļÓ��ÙŞǛ
ǈƵƵĆģÊœlŊ'ËE��ĻųFǛ 

Any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with or relating to this Agreement shall 
be resolved by the Parties in good faith through negotiations. In case no resolution can be 
reached by the Parties, such dispute shall be submitted to the Shenzhen Court of International 
Arbitration for arbitration in accordance with its rules of arbitration in effect at the time of 
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applying for such arbitration and the place of arbitration shall be in Shenzhen. The arbitral 
tribunal or the arbitrators shall have the authority to award any remedy or relief in accordance 
with the terms of this Agreement and applicable PRC laws, including provisional and 
permanent injunctive relief (such as injunctive relief with respect to the conduct of business 
or to compel the transfer of assets), specific performance of any obligation created hereunder, 
remedies over the shares or land assets of Shenzhen Cogobuy and winding up orders against 
Shenzhen Cogobuy. The arbitral award shall be final and binding upon all Parties. 

�Đ-��!�ƒƾó�ZÅ�Ǣ�Làň)ǈƵƓ�RÍ�Đd.ź�ǢƚśËE
ż�ťŁƹ�ìǕť�ĦŸƀ�lƦŞŭƆÍu±ƀ�lŭƆǢ Ā¾ǈƵ�{KǛ

¤ǢËEú)ĩĥ��ƴĈĐ-�ƒ�ZÅ�Ǣ÷Ž�Ħǚ(ƷŃď�Ħǚ�!�
Ħ&Éƭ�ļÓJ�čĂ]�$��Ħż�Gª�ģ�ìǕťǛ 

To the extent permitted under applicable PRC laws, each of the Parties shall have the right to 
seek interim injunctive relief or other interim relief from a court of competent jurisdiction in 
support of the arbitration when formation of the arbitral tribunal is pending or under 
appropriate circumstances.  For this purpose, the Parties agree that, to the extent not against 
applicable laws, the courts of Hong Kong, the courts of the Cayman Islands, the courts of 
PRC and the courts of the places where the principal assets of Shenzhen Cogobuy are located, 
shall all be deemed to have jurisdiction. 

8. ƗĔ&ǁǅ  

Indemnities and Remedies 

 
8.1 @�EƴĈSƚśǢĿ«E�
ƴĈSƚś?5Ò¸u/Eđ)�Ɨ¦ǚƗĔǚŲÒǚ

GƐǁƗ¦LǠ“Ɨ¦”ǡİ®«Lu/E��Ę»ƫ ǁǅǢi@CÒ¸u/Eƪ
~�Ɨ¦ÐçU«u/EÍ«u/E�ǉ3ǚìh�©ǚǔ©ÍÈÏh�`�ăQK
��dǚƴĈ�ƒǚƴĻK�ǚs��¦L�bđ)�ǢĿƴĻE4¬'«u/Eƫ
 ǁǅǛ 

Any Party shall forthwith on demand indemnify any other Parties against any claim, loss, 
liability or damage (“Loss”) incurred as a consequence of any breach by such Party of this 
Agreement provided that no Party shall be liable to indemnify any other Party for any Loss to 
the extent that such Loss arises from the willful misconduct, breach of applicable law, 
regulation or contractual obligation or from the material negligence of such other Party or its 
directors, officers, employees, or agents.   

8.2 ËEWQSƚśÊŐÍ¦þ�ǢS�Ɩ8�þǛ 

The Parties agree that this section shall survive the termination or expiration of this 
Agreement. 

9. �þ*&�ħ  

Effective Date and Term  

9.1 SƚśUPé]|>*ŗǐǛSƚśþFřǘæ 2013 , 2 � 1 *Ǜţ�e Total 
Dynamic Limited U 2013 , 2 � 1 *ŗǐ��rţ��0ÈÏ¾Éƭ�ļÓţť�Ï
¾ƚśǠǜÏ¾ƚśǝǡǛŇ8Ï¾ƚśã�ƻdx6ËE�Sƚśėu/krƚś�
�Ļ^Ǣi��Ï¾ƚśŗñ>*�ËE3_�[ĵĴSƚś��ĿĮ(�YǢËE
µ¤řÚ 2013, 2� 1*æSƚśŗǐ*�RËE>R��YK�~SƚśĻųǛ 
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This Agreement shall be signed as of the date first set forth above. This Agreement shall have 
retrospective effect from February 1, 2013.  On February 1, 2013, the Shareholder and Total 
Dynamic Limited entered into a deed (“Deed”) in connection with Shareholder’s holding the 
shares of Shenzhen Cogobuy for the benefit of the latter.  Though the Deed has not properly 
reflected the provisions of this Agreement and the related agreements between the Parties, 
from the date when the Deed was entered, the Parties have actually commenced cooperation 
in line with the principles set out in this Agreement. The Parties hereby ratify that the 
cooperation between the Parties during the period from February 1, 2013 to the signing date 
of this Agreement was bound by this Agreement. 

9.2 Sƚś�Éƭ�ļÓĢå�R¾å�þǢľäĵĴO 10�Ŧ^ÊŐǛ 

This Agreement shall remain effective as long as Shenzhen Cogobuy exists unless terminated 
as provided in Section 10.  

10. ÊŐ  

Termination  

10.1 ţ�&Éƭ�ļÓż��ÊŐSƚśǛSƚś� �Ò¸.ź�ÊŐǢ1ǡ�čƇ¢�
Ö�UÅZ2�(30)��×V�<Éƭ�ļÓ&ţ�0ÊŐSƚśǤ2ǡĵĴǞć#ļ
ţťƚśǟǢţ�¾��Éƭ�ļÓ>ţÕ[H��15�čƇ¢&/Í�čƇ¢î^
�O2EǛ 

Neither of the Shareholder and Shenzhen Cogobuy shall have the right to terminate this 
Agreement. This Agreement shall be terminated i) by the WFOE at any time with thirty (30) 
days advance written notice to Shenzhen Cogobuy and the Shareholder; or ii) upon the 
transfer of all the shares held by the Shareholder to the WFOE and/or a third party designated 
by the WFOE pursuant to the Exclusive Option Agreement. 

11. �<  

Notices  

11.1 Ò¸�EšSƚśŦ^%"��<Íu/�D� ĖPÍ�P×ðǢ�� ��Ư³ǚ
ŻÀƁƮǚƁčŒűƁƮǚÍ~ŧÚ��Ư�ěÍ%³¶+�ıù%³�rËE�
�î^���$}Ǜ�<Gª�_Ŏ³ú�*�Ǣ�š@�EùŚ^ǣ(a) ��Ư³�
�<Ǣ��Ư³d*»ª�[_Ŏ³úǤ(b)-DǑ%"��<ǢĿ�ƁčűǙ�Ɗ§
ŻÀDƮ"*ǠİƁǍ�Ċǡ0�O�Ǡ10ǡ�Ǣ»ª�[_Ŏ³úǢÍ�³á!Ŏ
Ú���Ư�ěgĉ0�O�Ǡ4ǡ�Ǣ»ª�[_Ŏ³úǤ ė(c)-¶+%³��<Ǣ
��rP��¶³ŚÚ¨�]ķû����RǢ»ª�[_Ŏ³úǛ 

Notices or other communications required to be given by any party pursuant to this 
Agreement shall be written in English and Chinese and delivered personally or sent by 
registered mail or postage prepaid mail or by a recognized courier service or by facsimile 
transmission to the address of each relevant party as specified by such party from time to time. 
The date when a notice is deemed to be duly served shall be determined as follows: (a) a 
notice delivered personally is deemed duly served upon delivery; (b) a notice sent by mail is 
deemed duly served on the tenth (10th) day after the date when the postage prepaid registered 
airmail is posted (as evidenced by the postmark), or on the fourth (4th) day after the date 
when the notice is delivered to an internationally-recognized courier service agency; and (c) a 
notice sent by facsimile transmission is deemed duly served upon receipt as evidenced by the 
time shown in the transmission confirmation for the relevant documents. 
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12. ��ƽl  

Severability 

@CSƚśĶ��Ò¸�ôbe�r�ƒ��Ō?4þÍ��ƅKǢĿ«�ôō��
r�ƒ�ìǕƍĸ>�Gª�4þÍ��ƅKǢ�ŊSƚśu/�ô��þl, ��l
&��´ƅKl�~u°ŘǛ 

If any provision of this Agreement is judged to be invalid or unenforceable because it is 
inconsistent with applicable laws, such invalidity or unenforceability shall be only with 
respect to such laws, and the validity, legality and enforceability of the other provisions 
hereof shall not be affected.  

13. PS  

Counterparts  

SƚśçƚśËEŗǐ2ÕmSǢ�čƇ¢ǚţ�&Éƭ�ļÓËƅ�ÕǢ]�mS
ģ�WL�ƒþFǛSƚś� �ÕÍ�ÕƋSıùŗǐǛ 

This Agreement shall be executed in three originals by all Parties, with each of the WFOE, 
the Shareholder, and Shenzhen Cogobuy holding one original. All originals shall have the 
same legal effect. The Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts. 

14. øĕ  

Languages 

SƚśĖP&�PPSģ�WL�ƒþFǛŨĖP&�PPS���ŌǢ �P�ĊǛ 

Both English and Chinese language versions of this Agreement shall have equal validity. In 
case of any discrepancy between the English version and the Chinese version, the Chinese 
version shall prevail. 

[����� Signature Pages Follow] 

 




